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PREFACE
International Seminar on Information Technology (ISIT 2009) is a scientific
meeting in the information technology (IT) is the International level, where inside
there are the researchers and practitioners who can show the results of their latest
research as well as discuss current issues in IT. This seminar is also a gathering place
of ideas ofthinkers who might be thinking that is pure and applied. Some researchers
who will show results of their research from leading universities in Indonesia and
neighboring countries Japan and Sweden.
Collection of papers packed in the form of proceeding, and grouped according
to the study area include Soft Computing, Software Engineering, Data Mining and
Data Warehouse, Governance IT and IT Management, Data Communications and
Computer Networking, Computer Based Learning and Control System.
The paper received from all over Indonesia and neighboring countries Japan
and Sweden. The paper published in 2009 this gum has through the stages of
evaluation by the reviewers, reviewers who are competent in their fields. Committee
congratulate and thank you for participation and papers in the Proceedings contain
gum is 2009. The committee also like to thank all stakeholders who have supported
and active in participation success of this international seminar.
Suggestions and criticisms in order to perfection isit Proceeding 2009 is
expected. Proceeding Hopefully this can be used as a reference in the development
and improvement of learning technologies in the field ofInformation Technology and
its applications.
Jakarta, November zs", 2009
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ABSTRACT
Recently broadband service demand are increase, this case encourage by various service make service provider
compete to provide optimum service. This fact make a service provider to create an alternative access technology to
fulfill service demand, such as asumming an ADSL modem. As a provider knows that, ADSL using is to optimize
wireline network, which have been implemented. This case will make an benefit in operator side, because no other
fee to attach new network But the ADSL has difference of performance especially on downstream and upstream.
Each type of ADSL give a different specifications. This paper is analyze the difference between ADSL in
management, physical and ADSL specification. So that, the best performance will be choosen by user.
Keywords
Modem, ADSL, upstream, downstream
1. INTRODUCTION
The developement of the internet that was very fast
since the existence Worl Wide Web is not only brought
the change towards the spreading of information but also
Brought the change against the infrastructure of the
telecommunications.
But the speed of the increase in the number of users
of the internet as well as the number of information
currents was faster compared with the development of
the infrastructure of the telecommunications. With even
more of them information and the data that will be
accessed especially on form of multimedia increasingly
showed the demand would the speed of data access and
this information.
One of the infrastructure components of the
telecommunications to the user was the modem. The
modem was a functioning implement changed the
analogous signal into the digital signal conversely
changed
the digital signal into the analogous signal. The speed of
the modem was counted in bps (bit per second) that
meaning that the number bit that was transferred in one
second. In a current of the internet data, contained by
two kinds of the data current, that is upstream and
downstream. Upstream was the speed ofthe data current
from the local computer to the other computer through
one network, whereas downstream was the speed of the
data current from the other computer to the local
computer through one network.
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Physically, the modem divided into two, that is the
internal modem and external modem. The difference
both of them were to the location to two modems, the
internal modem was in the computer in slot the
expansion that was available was the external modem
was connected to the computer through port com or
USB. Whereas being based on his function the modem
was trisected, that is the Modem dial-up, the Modem of
ADSLIDSL and the cable Modem.
The difference between the ADSL modem and the
other modem was in the speed transferring
(upload/downloaded) the data The speed to the ADSL
modem revolved between 1,5 Mbps and 9 Mbps.
The requirement of the performance that was
optimal from a network of the internet pushed the
development of modem technology of ADSL.
Berdasarkan this problem then in paper this will be
discussed by the optimal specification available to the
ADSL modem that at this time was used by PT.
Telekomunikasi.
ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) was
technology wireline or the network of copper that could
send the data have a speed high (broadband) by making
use of the frequency that was different in the
transmission of the network of the available copper
cable. The process was carried out through the
distribution of the high frequency for the data and the
low frequency to voice and fax. (Ridwan,2009].
Relations between the speed of the data current and the
range of the distance run parallel. This could be seen
from the graph in the Figure 1.
33
Figure I. The relations graph between the Distance and
the Speed of the Data [Consultel, 2007]
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ADSL was technology that did not need the channel
of the additional telephone, so as in the connection
could be carried out simultaneously for the application
of the data and voice. The difference of technology
xDSL with ADSL, that ADSL was distinguished
between the speed of the Upstream speed and
Downstream. The comparison between the ADSL type
and the type xDSL other a case was seen in the Table I.
Table 1. The type comparison xDSL [FirdausS4,200S]
T. Characteris Dist.Maximum Bitrate.pe
xDSL Charact.er~stic Max Down Up
transrmssion (km) stream stream
ADSL
54 8 840
. Mbps Kbps
ADSL
Lite Asymmetric
5.4 1.5 512
Mbps Kbps
ADSL2 Asymmetric 6
16 SOO
Mbps Kbps
ADSL2+ Asymmetric 3
24 800
Mbps Kbps
HnSL Symetric
3.6
2
Mb 2 Mbpsps
2
Mbps
2 Mbps
HDSL2 Symetric 3.6
2.3
Mbps
2.3
MbpsSDSL Symetric
6.5
192
Kbps -
2.32
Mbps
192
Kbps -
2.32
Mbps
SHDSL Symetric 6.5
144
Kbps
144
KbpsIDSL Symetric 5.5
Asymmetric /
Symetric
52
Mbps
6 Mbps
VDSL
34
REDSL2
6 1.5 512
Asymmetric Mbps Kbps
RADSL Asymm:.::e:::tr.:::ic~·_-=5:..:.4-=--_7:....:.:.M.::bLP.:;..s_-=..l-=..Mb:..::..!p:..:s_
At this time the ADSL modem has developed to
ADS12, and ADSL2+. The speed of the maximum each
quite high technology, with 24Mbps to ADSL2+,
12Mbps to ADSL2, 5Mbps for ADSL. Memang this
high speed could not be used for the long distance,
generally less than 1.5 km then.
In using this technology, must be paid attention to
by several specifications so that the ADSL achievement
could function in accordance with the requirement that
was needed. Not only more widened the power range,
but the speed of the transfer of the data, immunity
towards the disturbance, facilities - facilities monitoring,
and other feature.
2. Approach and Method
Parameter ADSL
In this paper, the parameter - parameter that will
be compared was the speed of the data current, the
security system and other features. The speed parameter
of the data current that will be compared was the
upstream speed and downstream speed. For security
system parameter, will be compared by any facility of
the security system available that is TP filtering, MAC
filtering, Firewall NAT, password protected, Telnet
remote, URL filter, dan packet filter. Feature the
supporter who will be compared was UPnP, virtual
server, DMZ, dan VoIP.
"
Measurement of parameter ADSL
To measure the speed parameter of the data current,
Used by an online application that provided the service
to know the rate upstream and downstream, By visiting
the site - the site of the gauge bandwith for example
speedtest, speed.io, and indosatM2. In the application of
this service, the user ADSL could know the value of the
speed upstream and downstream with chose icon test
speed available, to the homepage each this site. After
that then the application will running his program and
show the value of the data current of the speed from this
ADSL.
Then to measure the parameter of the security
system and other feature was used datasheet, the
datasheet use to compare.
Normalization ofthe ADSL Parameter
The value that was given for the normalization
between 0 to 10. Because not all the specifications each
ADSL that was compared.The value 0 were the worst
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value, between ADSL that was other. While value 10
were the best value, where fitur - fitur complete.
Whereas for weight was divided into three parts
that is physical, ADSL and management specification.
For the aspect of the data velocity was given by the
weight 50, the aspect of management was given by the
weight 45,and the aspect of physical was given by the
weigt 5. So the result of the weight is 100. After that
will be carried out the first place that will show
produced by ADSL that was best.
Packet Filter " _JUPnP _J ~
Virtual _J ~
Other Server
Feature DMZ
_J _J
VolP ~
VPN ~ _J
(*): In Mbps
3. WAN InterfaceThirdly ADSL that was compared used port
RJll, that was port the connector between the modem
and the computer with the type RJII.
Results and the Analysis
Table 2. The Produk ADSL comparison
(From the each ADSL datasheet)
TP - Prolink Status indicator
LINK Hurricane Astoria Thirdly ADSL that was compared have the
TD- 5200C AR3513Ssame four status indicator for USB, LAN, ADSL and
----------...:8~8~1..:...7- +-power. The status indicator had a function of giving
_-:P.::-:'h..::sy::-:ca_I_S.!..p_eCl-=ifi:....c_o_ti_on_s ___.linformationactive or not on this port.
WAN RJIl Port ~ ~ ~
~in:.::t=erfiLa=..:ce=------ __ _c_---_c_----:--Downstream dan Upstream
USB _J _J ..J If a ADSL modem had upstream that was big
LAN ~ ~ ~ then bandwith to send the data more better, also with
.=======~----=====================-lupstream, downstream bigger then the bandwidth to
read/men- downloaded the data was better. TP-Link
TD-8817 memilki thought upstream that was highest
around the three ADSL. Whereas ADSL Astoria
.AR35135 had the value downstream that was lowest.
PERBANDINGAN
SPESIFlKASI ADSL
Status
lndikator
Data Velocity
TP·
LINK
TD·
8817
Astoria
AR35ls
Prolink
Hunicane
5200C
Upstream 121
Kbps
112Kbps 37Kbps
Table 3 Results of the Measurement ofthe Data
Current
(depending on www.speed.io )
Downstream 333
Kbps
331Kbps 110
Kbps
ADSL
POWER---------------------------------;NAT
ADSL Specifications NAT (Network Address Translation) the
Data downstream 24 24 8 Firewall automatically provided the protection towards
velocity * Upstream 3.5 1.5 1 the system that was over the firewall because NAT
Software Via web ~ ~ ~ Firewall only permitted the connection that came from
~u.:J:PAg:..:ra:::d:::.e _'computers that was over the firewall.
Management The firewall was network equipment that was
~s.~p::.:e::::cl:c·fi::::ca=_=ti:=.!:·o:!!n~s_:__---_c_---_;_---.lin the category of Layer 3 (Network the layer) and the
_l_p.::.fi_Ilt_en_·n...::g:.-. __ ~_:__-----,-J----~_:__-'Layer 4 (Transport the layer) from protocol 7 OSI the
MAC ~ ~ ~ layer. To most firewalls, filtering still could not be
-F-ir-ew-a-:l"..l------------~--carried out in the level of the data link the layer or the
....!..:N~'A:-.T_ _:__-_-J_----J-----~layer 2 to 7 OS! the layer. Most firewalls generally did
Password ~ " ~ filtering and the restriction be based on in the IP address
-Lpro~te::::c.::::te::::.d __'and the number port communication that want to
Telnet accepted.
Remote _J ~ _J Moreover, one of the protection that was used
~M.~a::.:na::Jg:..:em=en:.::t=__ _ __,.---__,.------in a limiting manner internet access was based on MAC
_____ U._RL....::..fi_ll_e_r " -J --<Address. MAC Address was the unique number that
NAT
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distinguished each kind of network equipment that was
installed dikomputer. Known also the term of Telnet Re-
Mote, URL and packet filtering.. .
Even more functions of the firewall or filtering
in a ADSL modem increasingly good the achievement
of the system some of ADSL and avoided the computer
system from sites that were not wanted and were
dangerous.
From the results of the third ADSL
comparison, could be seen that TP-Link TD-8817 and
Prolink Hurricane 5200C was that often had NAT
facilities filtering. So as to be able to be concluded that
the two ADSL makes were better compared with Astoria
AR351s.
Other Feature
UPnP (Universal Plug and Play)
Was technology that could serve the increase in
new equipment in internal PC and gave the ease down to
the level of the local network that was owned.
Equipment that could connected to the network like
printer the network, the internet gateway hardware, the
storage media of the network and other electronics
equipment.
The ADSL type that was supported fitur this
was TP-Link TD-8817 and Prolink Hurricane 5200C,
then this ADSL type more was easy to add something in
the network, because UPnP you could at once find him.
The interconnection of the equipment perfume could be
hen established easily.
DMZ (Demilitarized zone)
It was one of the firewall kinds that the
unction especially is protected server from the attack
iutside the network. The profit from DMZ this was to
ie able to not build the firewall in every time server,
••.as enough to have one firewall that will protect server
Ir a collection server then.
ADSL that was supported fitur this was TP-
.ink TD-8817 and Prolink Hurricane 5200C.
lPN (Virtual Private Network)
It was the network that was made with by using
he network of the public, like the Internet, for
onnected the system to the main system. VPN used the
nechanism enkription to protect the data that was
.ansmitted through the internet. The protection of the
ddition was also carried out to confirm that only users
r the device that authorizhed that could to connected
ia VPN. Fitur this was supported by TP-Link TD-8817
nd Prolink Hurricane 5200C.
,oIp (Voice Over Internet Protocol)
36
The internet telephony (Voip) was technology
that offered the solution to the telephone through the
network of the package (IP Network). These facilities
could only go in the type of ADSL Prolink Hurricane
5200C. But these facilities needed the addition software
in order to be able to be used.
Table 4. The Weight Parameter Results
ased on the value of the normalization
WAN
inter ace RJ 11Port
USB
10 10 10
Indicator LAN
Status ADSL
POWER
lP filtering
MAC
Firewall
NAT
Password
rotected
NAT 10 10
Telnet
Remote
Management
nnt
URLfilter
PacketFilter
VPN
Other Virtual Server 8
Feature DMZ
10
UPnP
VOlP 0
Software
OJ rade Via web 10 10
o
o
4
o
o
o
10
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The weight above was based on the value of the
normalization from 0-10. From this, ADSL
Specifications had the weight was highest (50), where
thought downstream have the same weight with the
upstream. After that, the highest weight of the two is
management specifications (45). In determining the
weight management specifications, the weight for NAT
had the highest weight (20) afterwards software
upgraded (15) and finally for the other feature (10). And
the last weight for ADSL specifications that is physical
specifications (5).
For ADSL Specifications the weight that was
given highest because basically the user looked for the
ADSL modem that was fastest for the internet and
generally the user more often downloaded than upload.
Now to management specification, NAT had
the weight that was highest to two. This was based on
security facilities and other feature. Even more filtering
facilities in the ADSL type, then it can better and had a
higger weight. And to other feature, even more feature
in ADSL type then it can increasingly higher also his
weight.
And to physical specification the weight that
was given low. This was caused because all of ADSL
had physical specification that was same.
So as the normalization product with the weight was:
• physical specification
10 x 10 = 100
• management specification
a. TP - LINK TD-8817 = (10+8+ 10) x 45 = 1260
b. Prolink Hurricane 5200C = (10+10+10) x 45 =
l350
c. AstoriaAR3513S=(7,14+4+l0)x45= 951,3
• ADSL Specifications
a. TP - LINK TD-8817 = 10 x 50 = 500
b. Pro link Hurricane 5200C = 7 x 50 = 350
c. Astoria AR3513S = 3 x 50 = 150
For the best type level of ADSL from the three
products was to be based on the total or the number of
their respective weights. That occupied the first level
was TP - LINK TD-8817 with the number of weights
1860 and that was second Prolink Hurricane 5200C with
the number of the weight 1800. That occupied the third
position was Astoria AR3513S with the number of
weights 12013.
4. Conclusion
Based on the result of analysis, the three types
comparison of ADSL, could be concluded that ADSL
TP-LINK TD-8817 was the type of ADSL that was best.
This was based on the data velocity, good upstream and
downstream, that could be test used the online
application. Where thought upstream and downstream
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guaranteed the user to be able to use the internet service
was good for multimedia or for the data that had the big
capacity or memory.
But ADSL Prolink Hurricane 5200C had the surplus in
the specification of the management. ADSL this type
could support feature ofVoIP,it based on the datasheet,
This gave added value to this ADSL type. So this type
of ADSL could be also considered in being chosen
although thought upstream was lower compared to TP-
LINK TD-8817.
Now for the type of ADSL Astoria AR351s often did
not give added value was seen from the data velocity
that was low compared to that was other, as well as did
not have other facilities that could give added value.
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